Abstract. In this paper we present the cloud broker which can help decision makers assess the feasibility of adopting cloud computing in their organizations. It matches their requirements in terms of infrastructure, costs, geographic location and other requisite criteria, to the capabilities of the cloud service providers. Additionally, it allows them to test benchmark applications on selected cloud providers to get a better estimate of their cost, configuration and performance.
Introduction
Cloud computing offers computing as a utility and transforms the way in which new application services are provisioned by promising infinite scalability, ease of development and low infrastructure setup cost. Because of its growing popularity, many companies have entered the market and offer their services under different provisioning models and pricing schemes. The diversity of the cloud service offerings leads to the practical question of which cloud offering to choose and why? A cloud broker assists prospective consumers in choosing the cloud provider that best suits their needs by matching their specific requirements to the different cloud service offerings. Additionally, it also allows the consumers to use the try before you buy model to test benchmark applications on the short-listed providers to get a better estimate of the cost, configuration and performance of the different providers.
System Overview
The cloud broker offers cloud brokerage as a service for Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) customers. It offers the following two key services which will be demonstrated in the demo:
Comparison of Cloud Providers. The cloud broker maintains an active IaaS provider catalogue which contains details about the various providers including their capabilities, business models, pricing models and liabilities. It builds a cost/configuration matrix using a common set of metrics, which it uses to answer specific user queries by matching the specific requirements of the IaaS consumers to the capabilities of the providers. Such a tool is particularly beneficial for enterprises who want to get a quick overview of the available cloud offerings.
Evaluation of Benchmark Applications. Although most IaaS providers publicly advertise the different service configurations they support and the corresponding prices, their precise nature and the resultant application runtime behaviour is still largely unknown. Given the blackbox nature of these cloud platforms it becomes important for service consumers to be able to test applications under different load conditions on the different cloud providers which may be located in different geographical regions to ensure that the QoS that has been promised to the end consumers is actually achievable.
A detailed description of the cloud broker design and implementation is available at http://www.it.swin.edu.au/centres/ciamas/tiki-index.php?page=CB. In the current implementation we support two benchmark applications -the popular enterprise benchmark application TPC-W 1 and SciMark 2 which is the benchmark application for numeric and scientific computing. Some screenshots of the demonstrator are available at the above link. More will be made available soon.
Demo Scenario
The demonstration shows how the cloud broker can assist decision-makers in small and medium enterprises to assess the feasibility of the adoption of cloud computing in their organization. In the first part of the demo, users specify their specific infrastructure requirements and query the cloud broker for matching cloud offerings. The cloud broker returns the list of potential cloud providers that closely match the user query. In the second part of the demo, the user specifies which of the returned cloud providers to test for performance. The user selects the benchmark application that closely matches its own application and specifies the workload to test for. Different users can specify the load conditions they want to simulate and the geographical location in which they want to deploy the application. The cloud broker deploys the benchmark application, runs the test cases and returns the results to the user.
Conclusion
The cloud broker helps prospective cloud consumers to compare and contrast the different cloud providers according to their specific requirements. It also helps them test benchmark applications on different cloud providers to get a better estimate of the cost and the performance. These two simple services can help the decision-makers make more informed decisions on whether to migrate the applications to the cloud or not.
